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Maintenance-intensive rubber panel

level crossing replaced by durable Corkelast® LCS-350

to withstand heavy road traffic

In July 2019, edilon)(sedra replaced a double track level crossing in the city of Bergen, Norway. The original level crossing,
which comprised of rubber panels, had to be replaced by a more durable solution. Client Bergen Bybanen found Corkelast®
LCS-350 (Level Crossing System) to be the solution.
Issues with the panels and corroded fastening clips emerged a few years after the installation of the rubber panels. Heavy road traffic
damaged the panels causing them to come loose. Loose rubber panels carry a risk from a safety point of view.
In the run-up to the replacement of the crossing we solved some challenges. The importance of the Light Rail system in Bergen made it
nearly impossible to shut down the line. It was also very difficult to determine the right time to carry out the work. In order to solve these
challenges, we teamed up with local partners and set up an efficient work schedule. The complete installation was carried out over 4
night shifts, ahead of schedule. This allowed the trams to remain operational during the day.
With the electrical insulating Corkelast® LCS level crossing in place, trams and (heavy) road traffic can once again make safe use of the
track without there being any need for regular inspections.

Removal of the rubber crossing panel system

Tram track remained operational during installation

Installation of the Corkelast® LCS-350 slabs

Installed Corkelast® LCS-350
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En Chardon: new depot of Geneva
public transport company TPG
End of August 2019 the construction of over 10 km of Corkelast® ERS track, including 44 switches and 8 crossings,
in Geneva, Switzerland will be finalized. The new maintenance centre En Chardon is a crucial new location in the
infrastructure for trams and busses.

TPG depot En Chardon

The engineering of the tracks started back in 2016. edilon)(sedra France provided the client with a specific working methodology
for Corkelast® ERS in switches and supported the planning of the construction. To smoothen planning and construction work the
University of Geneva developed a BIM model to avoid building constraints during realization. BIM elements provided by edilon)(sedra
Application Engineering could be integrated to support the track realization.
The track design respected the clients specifications. Besides high levels of electrical isolation, vibration studies showed that the
Corkelast® ERS fulfilled all requirements. edilon)(sedra supported these studies with own insertion loss calculations which confirmed
the performance specified.
In order to be able to store and maintain 70 trams in the depot, rails totalling 10.700 m in length with 44 switches and 8 crossings
were required. The new depot is expected to be in service by Winter 2019. The facility will offer sufficient storage capacity for the
coming years.

How to apply level crossing precast
units to your BIM project
Did you know that the edilon)(sedra Application Engineering
Department can help you apply level crossing precast units to your BIM
project? A fast, accurate and efficient way to design your level crossing
with all the advantages of edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS!
Click on the image below to view our video of the application of BIM to one of
our level crossing projects in Germany.
We hope the video gives you further insight into how BIM can be applied and
are looking forward to your feedback! Please contact Jonás Recio Sánchez:
J.Recio@edilonsedra.com

Click on the image to start the video
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Recent bridge projects highlighted
Where: Hergiswil, Switzerland.

When: April – September 2019.
Client: SBB.

System supplied: edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail
System).

Why: Upgrading to a double track for the purpose of alignment.

Design
and installation of heavy rail tracks for 5 bridges as part of the ‘Swiss
Festive opening of the Kleiweg depot
Zentralbahn’. In April 2019 we installed the first track in steel channels on a
new in situ concrete slab bridge over the Steinibach creek. A new type of
transition slab, consisting of a special prefabricated concrete, was placed
between the bridge and the ballast bed.

Where: Belgrade, Serbia.

When: October 2018 – February 2019.
Client: Colas Beograd.

System supplied: edilon)(sedra SDS (Sound Damping System),
Trackelast® SBM (Sub Ballast Mats) and Corkelast® TO.

Why: Reduction of transmission of dynamic loads and vibrations.

Design and installation of a single tramway track on the 1 km long concretesteel Ada Bridge, including 9 crossings, 2 switches and 2 expansion joints.
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Where: Antwerp, Belgium.

When: July 2019 (installation Corkelast® ERS).
Client: Bam Track for De Lijn.

System supplied: edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail

System)

Why: Seamless integration of the steel bridge in the nearby

historical site. The bridge deck is finished with slatted floors to
allow a better view of the archaeological site. Optimal noise and
vibration reduction, which is very important in this crowded and
historical location.

Installation of tramway tracks including 2 switches on the new Kipdorp
Bridge, as part of the BRABO II project.

Bridge Railtrack Competence Centre
Munich, Germany
One and a half years ago edilon)(sedra decided to set up a Bridge
Railtrack Competence Centre (BCC) for the entire edilon)(sedra Group
at its location in Munich, Germany. BCC is a central start-up centre for
national and international bridge construction projects – know-how,
experience and information will be consolidated centrally for employees,
interested parties and partners.
BCC is currently developing standardised solutions in collaboration with customers
to facilitate faster construction and shorter possession times using pre-fabricated
superstructure components. The integrated rails in the bridge superstructure with
its low height and optimal noise reduction are impressive. A significant advantage
for tram bridges is that rails can be easily and quickly replaced with minor
interruption of traffic flow. This leads to favourable Life Cycle Costs.

Overview of services:
• Full service project involvement: Inspection,
Advice, Application Engineering, Design &
Validation, Project Planning, System Supply &
Logistics, Installation, Supervision, Quality Control,
Maintenance.
• Project development for infrastructure companies
(national railways and tramlines).
• Verification of rail stress and relative displacement.
• Integrated bridge dilatation joints for mixed traffic
(road/rail).
• Solutions for drainage systems, rail and track
connectors and earthing.

Click on the image of the book to download our free handbook “Embedded Rail Systems on Bridges”!
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Railway Engineering Conference in Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK
On the 3rd and 4th of July 2019, edilon)(sedra participated in the 15th International Railway Engineering Conference
and Exhibition in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Both the conference and exhibition offered a perfect opportunity to exchange technical knowledge about railway engineering and to
highlight the latest developments to our Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System).
One of the eye-catchers at the event was the large scale model of our Corkelast® LCS (Level Crossing System) for which we
received an Exhibition Award!

edilon)(sedra’s Dr Amy de Man, one of the event’s scientific
speakers, gave three lively presentations which were based
on three technical papers:
1. Embedded Rail Systems on Bridges: A practical key to
integral design
2. Vibration Isolation of Track Structures: What is insertion
loss?
3. Embedded Rail Systems in Various Forms: Key to fair
assessments according to the European standards for
fastening systems.
For more information about these papers please contact
Amy de Man: ap.d.man@edilonsedra.com

We are looking forward to the next edition of this conference!
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Durable level crossing systems
for the Port of Fredericia, Denmark
Growth in logistics and the assurance of a well-maintained harbour terminal stimulated the need for renewal of the
level crossings at the Port of Fredericia in Denmark.
In order to facilitate freight trains and 110 t axle load reach stackers, a durable level crossing system was needed. Client
‘Fredericia Havn’ opted for the edilon)(sedra Corkelast® LCS (type LCS-350) solution, because of good experiences with
edilon)(sedra level crossings in the past.
The first 4 standard level crossings were installed by edilon)(sedra in June; 118 m of Corkelast® LCS track in total. During the
installation process the harbour remained in operation 24/7. The 5th level crossing will be installed in September 2019. This
165 m level crossing, with a 150 m radius curve, will be the Heavy Duty version LCS-350CT. This Container Terminal (CT)
version is specially designed to cope with heavy reach stackers, which will operate in this specific area of the harbour.

Corkelast® LCS track installed in June 2019

edilon)(sedra is responsible for the slab design, installation of the slabs, planning and application of the Corkelast® ERS. The
new level crossings will result in greater freight capacity, improved transport efficiency and cleaner air. Freight can switch more
easily and efficiently between road, rail and sea.
This Port of Fredericia project is comparable to our recent container terminal project ‘TCT Venlo’ in the Netherlands and the
New Arken Combi Terminal project in Sweden. Both projects have been realised within short possession times of 2 to 3 weeks
according to planning, despite poor weather conditions. Our scope of work for these projects included the engineering, delivery
of materials and equipment, and the installation of the tracks.
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